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Is there such a thing as visual sound?
How can something immaterial acquire a shape and occupy space?
What remains after sound has faded away?
With these three introductory questions, this year’s summer exhibition at Röda Sten
Konsthall, entitled Reverberations, invites its audience to reflect on sound’s overall
connection to the image. As a phenomenon of immateriality and flux, sound occurs as
the direct opposite of the visual image. Once you have registered and heard a sound, it
instantly disappears, not to return. Ultimately, what is left after the sound has dissipated
is the memory of what you have just heard. But can the memory of sound
be represented in the form of an image?
With reference to its formal definition, the word reverberation describes “the prolongation
of a sound after a sound is produced” – a type of resonance. A reverberation thus
accumulates all reflected sounds in a space while taking a new “shape”. Referencing this
phenomenon the exhibition Reverberations explores how sound is employed in relation
to form, shape and architecture, but also looks at and listens for ways in which sound
embodies physical space and can be felt as a visceral experience.
Presenting sculpture, photography, sound, video and installation, Reverberations
compiles a group of eight national and international artists, all working with sound as
a medium of reference. Taking cue from sound sources such as nature, traffic, voices,
noise, music and weather, Reverberations dives into a diverse universe of sound-related
visual experiences.
Experienced through our sensory perception, sound has the potential to cause and create
tremendous impact on our inner emotional landscapes. By becoming aware of the power
sound has on our senses, we realize that sound plays a defining role in shaping and
evoking personal memories, narratives and stories. Led on by one of sound art’s modern
masterpieces - The Forty Part Motet by Canadian artist Janet Cardiff - Reverberations
essentially seeks to explore the very notions of sound’s afterlife and its echoing visual
universe.

”

Sound is a vast immaterial occurrence - a
phenomenon so eternally present in our
everyday lives, yet completely intangible.
Sound accompany us in everything we do
and therefore confirm our existence - when
we walk through cities or landscapes, have
conversations or even when we dream.
When things are silent we make up our
own inner soundtracks, connecting our
experiences of sound, image and space with
how we remember events. Ultimately sound
plays a fundamental role in establishing our
identities.
- Aukje Lepoutre Ravn, curator
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JANET CARDIFF
The Forty Part Motet (2001) is a publicly and critically acclaimed major sound sculpture
by Canadian artist Janet Cardiff. The piece is a mesmerizing reworking of a 40-part
choral piece by Tudor composer Thomas Tallis (1505-1585). The installation features
the voices of 59 singers (adults and children) performing Tallis’ Spem in Alium Nunquam
Habui (1573), which translates to “In No Other is My Hope”. The piece is recognized as
Tallis’ most famous composition. Each voice was recorded separately, and all voices are
played back in unison via 40 individual loudspeakers on tripods (one speaker for each
choral part). The audio component features a 14-minute loop – 11 minutes of singing
and three minutes of intermission.
Cardiff configures the speakers in a large oval, with eight groups of five speakers
arranged together; one group each for soprano, alto, tenor, baritone and bass. As visitors
are invited to walk among them and progress through the work, they hear each distinct
voice and experience different combinations and harmonies. Visitors can stand in the
middle of the installation and hear all of the voices as they unify into one musical piece or
move close to an individual loudspeaker for an intimate experience with a single voice.
Like this, The Forty Part Motet can be experienced as a 3-dimensional sound sculpture.
The polyphonic choral effect of the singers’ ethereal voices create an immersive and
overwhelming experience, that transports us into another time and place. Finally, when
the music subsides, only the silence remains - a silence which both can lead to reflection
and quiet or to a feeling of emptiness, as if something important has just passed. In a
profound way The Forty Part Motet demonstrates sound’s undeniable and powerful
connectivity to our innermost emotions.

Janet Cardiff was born in 1957 in Brussels, Ontario, Canada. She lives and works in rural British
Columbia, Canada.
Like other artists of her generation, Janet Cardiff
is an interdisciplinary artist working in a variety
of media, including photography, video, film, installation and recorded sound. She has gained international recognition for her guided audio- and
video walks. Since 1995 Cardiff has also collaborated with fellow Canadian artist George Bures
Miller. Together they create illusionary spaces in
which the acoustic perception of sound as well as
its sculptural and physical qualities, play a leading
role. In 2001 they represented Canada at the 49th

Venice Biennale winning both La Biennale di Venezia Special Award and the Benesse Prize for their
piece The Paradise Institute (2001). Major surveys of Cardiff and Miller’s works have toured to
MoMA PS1, New York, The Musée d’Art Contemporain, Montreal, The Astrup Fearnley Museum,
Oslo, the Castello Rivoli in Turin, MACBA, Barcelona, ARoS, Aarhus, Denmark, Institut Mathildenhöhe, Darmstadt, Germany, Miami Art Centre,
Miami, Art Gallery of Ontario, Toronto and the
Vancouver Art Gallery. They also participated in
dOCUMENTA 13 in 2012. Cardiff and Miller are
currently represented by Luhring Augustine in New
York and Gallery Koyanagi in Tokyo.
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MIKAEL ERICSSON
Mikael Ericsson works with various forms of artistic expressions such as drawing,
animation, sculpture, sound, film and television. In recent years, Ericsson has created
a series of large-scale audio and video installations using hand drawing animation and
fluorescent light to stage his cinematic installations.
The spectacular video animation Notes from the Twin Chamber (2011) introduces a
curious and strange other world doomed in the hands of nature’s force. The viewer
is struck by the magic of a floating cosmic universe inhabited by disquieting celestial
organisms. To the sound of maritime foghorns, microwave clocks and creaking wood,
fragments of known objects - airplanes, trees, saw blades, shopping carts, trash and
debris – passes by in a state of diminished gravity, falling from the face of the earth.
Resembling the wake of what could be a post-apocalyptic disaster, Notes from the Twin
Chamber presents a futuristic scenario where the order of existence is disorder and
destruction. Contrastingly, an element of hope and cheerful emotion still comes through.
Ericsson alludes to a world filled with the anxiety of complete human helplessness. This
coincides with some of the great existential issues that concern humankind today. It also
inscribes itself in a tradition of artistic philosophy, concerned with the fate of man and
for whom the prelude to the end of the world is a moment of exploration and reflection.

Mikael Ericsson is born in 1959 Sweden. He lives
and works in Halmstad, Sweden.
Mikael Ericsson has a MFA from the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, Copenhagen, School
of Visual Arts, 1983-88. He is Head of Artistic
Operations at Harp Art Labin Halmstad, Sweden.
In the recent years Ericsson has produced a series
of large scale sound- and video installations using
fluorescent light and moving projectors. Since the
early 90-ties he has exhibited regularly in Sweden
and Europe. Among recent solo exhibitions include Mission Accomplished, Galleri 21, Malmö, SE

(2012), Millophonia/Kvarnofoni, Harp Art Lab,
Harplinge Windmill, SE (2012), Granen Klädd
av Sina Ungkarlar, till och med, Moderna Museet, Stockholm, SE (2012) and Dark Honeymoon,
Eskilstuna Museum of Art, SE (2009). Recently he
has participated in experimental sound art festivals such as Bzzz International Sound Art Festival,
Harp Art Lab, SE (2014) and KK International
Sound Art Festival, Koncert Kirken, Copenhagen,
DK (2014). Besides his work as a visual and sound
artist, Ericsson has directed tv-series, radio, music
and stage plays.
Mikael Ericsson - Notes from the Twin Chamber (2011) Installation view Röda Sten Konsthall (2015) Photo: Hendrik Zeitler

JONAS GAZELL
Exploring how the continued presence of technological devices affects the physical and
mental state of mind, the works of Swedish artist Jonas Gazell display sound-based
sculptures and installations where the emphasis lies in the interaction between the
mechanical and the organic. In the search for hidden qualities of the already well-known
everyday objects, materials and phenomena, Gazell identifies sounds and movements
which we do not necessarily react directly to, but only register subconsciously.
In other cases, certain sounds
seem connected to certain images.
Deeply imprinted in our register of
experience this cohesion is often
inseparable from our perception and
recognition of sounds and objects.
However, as Jonas Gazell examines
in his work, these connections can
also be manipulated. When we, for
example, turn on a tv-screen with
no television signal, we expect to
see these flickering black and white
Jonas Gazell - Alternative Stable State (2013) Installation view
pixels generating a static (white)
Röda Sten Konsthall (2015) Photo: Hendrik Zeitler
noise. In his installation Alternative
Stable State (2013) Gazell plays
around with this perception. We see an old monitor screen displaying a black and white
moving image of forest trees’ whistling crowns. Thus both the image and sound replaces
the familiar noise and “non-image” of a plugged-in television without signal.
With the title Alternative Stable State, Gazell refers to the idea of certain ecosystems
that can exist in different states of being. An ecosystem has a strong resistance to radical
change, so for a system like this to shift from one stable state to another a significant
and ongoing interference is required. Once the stability of an ecosystem has changed
it is difficult or even impossible to change back. The actual shift itself is, however, an
intermediate state which is considered unstable and therefore transient.

Jonas Gazell is born in 1979 in Stockholm, Sweden,
where he also lives and works.
In 2014 Gazell received his MFA from Umeå
Academy of Fine Arts. He also participated in
the study program Nordic Sound Art Programme
(2014) organized by the KUNO collaboration. In
2015, Gazell exhibited at Skåne Art in Malmö,

Panncentralen in Stockholm and Cigarrvägen 13 in
Stockholm. Past solo-exhibitions include ”Cultural
Capital” of ZK / U in Berlin (2014), Grizzly Man,
Cirkulationscentralen, Malmö (2013) and Music
for Pieces of Wood, Tårnet, Copenhagen (2013).
In 2014 Jonas Gazell received a honor in the
international sound art contest Sonotopia 2015.
Jonas Gazell - Alternative Stable State (2013) Installation view Röda Sten Konsthall (2015) Photo: Hendrik Zeitler

BABETTE MANGOLTE
French-American artist Babette Mangolte is an experimental filmmaker especially known
for her photography of dance, theater and performance work from the 1970s and 1980s.
The short black and white film Water Motor (Trisha Brown) is a recording of a solo
performance by the American postmodern dancer and choreographer Trisha Brown
(born in 1936). The work premiered at the Public Theatre, Newman Stage in New
York on May 22, 1978 and has subsequently come to be recognized as a key piece in
Brown’s early work. Lasting only two and a half minutes, the film is a virtuoso display
of energetic movement. Typical of Brown’s choreography, it features movements derived
from everyday gestures, extended into a fluid sequence that, as the work’s title suggests,
recalls both the flow of water and the intensity of a motorized engine.

Babette Mangolte - Water Motor (Trisha Brown) (1978)
© Babette Mangolte

Mangolte’s film of the dance is structured
in two parts, both of which are shot
in complete, unbroken takes. The first
shows Brown performing in real time; in
the second she performs the dance again,
but this footage is shot in slow motion,
allowing the viewer to see the intricacy of
the dancer’s movements in more detail.
These two sections are punctuated by
slow fades to black, which the artist has
compared to the opening and closing of a
theatrical curtain.

Although the choreography was filmed without music and with a silent movie camera,
Brown’s rhythmic body movements, suggest she is dancing to an inner rhythm that the
audience can only attempt to envision.

Babette Mangolte was born in France in 1941.
She lives and works in New York, USA.
Babette Mangolte studied cinematography at the
prestigious “L’Ecole Nationale de la Photographie
et de la Cinematographie” as one of the first two
women admitted in the 1960s. In the course of her
move to New York City in 1970 Mangolte started
directing films based on experimental narrative
in her first features What Maisie Knew (1975),
The Camera: Je, La Camera: I (1977), and in the
two short films (NOW) and Richard Serra Film
Portrait (1976). In the following decades she continued with conceptual documentaries in e.g. Sky

in Location (1982) and Les Modèles de Pickpocket (2003). Among her most recent films are: Seven
Easy Pieces by Marina Abramović (2007), AG
Indexical (2007) and RoS Indexical (2008) - two
films about the choreography of Yvonne Rainer,
and Roof Piece on the High Line (2012) – another
Trisha Brown dance performance. Her most recent film, Edward Krasiński’s Studio, was filmed
in Warsaw in 2011 and premiered at the Berlin
Film Festival in 2013. Her recent installations are
Presence, Berlin Biennale, (2008), Rushes, Cologne (2009) and How to look.., Whitney Biennale
for Contemporary Art (2010).
Babette Mangolte - Water Motor (Trisha Brown) (1978) Installation view Röda Sten Konsthall (2015) Photo: Hendrik Zeitler

JOSÉ LUIS MARTINAT
José Luis Martinat works with drawings, digital cinema installations, appropriation and
sound. His style is characterized by technical precision and accuracy, but the content is
often screwed, distorted and unpredictable. Appropriating existing technicolor cartoon
images and altering them by digital removal of both the main characters, objects and all
audio, Martinat deconstructs the classical cartoon narrative. By removing these elements
the familiar storyline is dissolved. Suddenly, all the previously unnoticed contexts’ of visual
storytelling - such as spaces, shapes and volumes - become dominant communicators,
ultimately leaving the viewer with a feeling of abandonment and loss. In this working
process Martinat reflects his interest in images as purely artificial constructions and how
reality is experienced through them.

Still from José Luis Martinat - City #2 (2012)

In City #2 (2012), an empty cartoon
cityscape, is subjected to an inspecting
“eye” by a sliding camera. Going both
horizontally and vertically the camera
seems to be searching for something.
All corners, terraces, roofs and holes
are inspected. The camera zooms in on
specific locations in the city, scenes of
social meetings and places of hiding, but
nothing is to be found. The narrative
simply fails to begin. Instead the viewer is
confronted with the city’s utter emptiness
only being able to hear the wind rustle
through the streets.

The absence of traffic, speech and other human-generated sounds allow a new reading
of the urban cityscape. Instead of being a visual backdrop for narrative, the structure of
the city becomes its own sculptural story - a place where form, shape and volume create
surfaces and spaces for sound to travel through.

José Luis Martinat was born in Lima, Peru in 1974.
He lives and works in Gothenburg, Sweden.
Martinat studied at the School of Photography and
Film at the University of Gothenburg and a Master
in Fine Arts at the Malmö Art Academy. His solo
exhibitions include The Eternal Return, Gallery
Revolver and Gallery Lucia de la Puente, Lima,
Peru (2015), They/We, Lucía de la Puente Gallery,
Lima (2013), and Facts & Figures, Gothenburg Art
Museum Sweden, (2010). He has participated in
various groups shows, among them: Valet, Studio
44, Stockholm (2014), Sight and Sounds: Global

Film and Video, The Jewish Museum, New York
(2014), PINTA Video, New York (2013), EL
DESEO o la emergencia de lo privado en lo
publico, CCE Lima, Peru (2013), BIM - Biennial
of the Moving Image, Buenos Aires (2012) and
Image Festival # 2 (Re) Evolution, French Institute
of Jordan (2012). In 2014 José Luis Martinat was
been awarded the Carl Larsson Stipendium,
Konstakademin and held a residency at IaspisStockholm. In 2009 he received a two-year work
grant from Konstnärsnämnden. His work is
represented by the Malmö Art Museum and MALI
-Lima Art Museum.
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URSULA NISTRUP
Within the artistic practice of artist Ursula Nistrup, sound and acoustics play a
fundamental role. Continuing the legacy of conceptual art, Nistrup is inspired by sound’s
ability to be in constant flux - existing only in an ever-unfinished form. Within this
conceptual realm Nistrup investigates the connections, frictions and collisions between
sound’s relation to space, architecture, history and psychology.
For Reverberations Ursula Nistrup continues her ongoing project Potential Unease
(2014-). The project draws inspiration from the Rosslyn Chapel in Scotland, a
renaissance chapel from 1446, where one section of the ceiling’s vaults are decorated
with a large number of uniquely limestone carved cubes. These rectangular cubes, are
today referred to as ‘musical cubes’, but have over history caused much speculation. It
is claimed that the cubes refer to musical tones that are translated into patterns by the
method of cymatics, an ancient method of transforming sound’s vibrations into physical
imagery. Together the tones form a score called a “tritone-interval”. Tritones are known
to be disharmonic tones, which in renaissance Britain was referred to as the “Devil’s
Interval”. Due to their disharmony the church forbade these tones because they were
thought to cause sexual misbehavior.
In collaboration with the musicians Henrik Rylander and Cæcilie Trier, Ursula Nistrup
has recorded a tritone-interval in Röda Sten Konsthall’s distinctive cathedral space. The
recordings have been transformed into patterns, using a digital method of cymatics, and
then transferred into two stones made of the same type of red brick, from which the
building is constructed.
Nistrup is also presenting her sound installation I Don’t Want To Hear It Anymore - a
work taking its title from a 1969 song written by Randy Newman and sung by Dusty
Springfield. The song is played in an adjacent room within the staircase, but behind a
closed door, so it can only be heard intermittently.

Ursula Nistrup was born in Gentofte, Denmark in
1974. She lives and works in Copenhagen, Denmark.
In 2004 she received her MFA from Glasgow
School of Art in 2004 with an exchange at California Institute of the Arts. Ursula Nistrup has exhibited extensively both nationally and internationally.
Recent solo shows include Comments on a Resonating Building, Dalhousie Art Gallery, Halifax,
CAN (2015), Die Raum, Berlin, DE, Warm Sandy
Wind, Third Space, Copenhagen, DK (2015) and
Walls Too Thin, Skånes Kunstforening, Malmö, SE
(2013). Group shows include; Radikal Unsichtbar,

Raum Linksrechts, Hamburg, DE (2015), Writing
Sound, Lydgalleriet, Bergen, NO (2014) and
Consciousness. Materiality no.3 (Immateriality),
Sorø Kunstmuseum, Sorø, DK (2014). She has been
guest artist at various residencies, such as Shanthiroad, India (2014), The Danish Institute for Art
& Science in Rome (2011), Platform Garanti in Istanbul (2010) and Cité Internationale des Arts, Paris (2009).
* Ursula Nistrup’s participation in Reverberations
is kindly supported by AIR - the international artist
residency program provided by Västra Götalandsregionen.

Ursula Nistrup - Potential Unease (2014-) Installation view Röda Sten Konsthall (2015) Photo: Hendrik Zeitler

KIRSTINE ROEPSTORFF
Kristine Roepstorff is a visual artist primarily known for her striking large-scale collages
using material such as fabrics, photocopies, cuttings, foils, metal, wood and paper.
Questioning the way economic, social and political power structures affect and influence
our collective consciousness, the work of Roepstorff examines how and which physical,
mental and emotional spaces arise when we interact in the world around us.
To Roepstorff, how we understand our bodies imprint in the world is paradoxical.
We move around in a physical world of density and materiality, but all our movements
are largely considered to be intangible, leaving only little or no trace at all. Roepstorff
suggests that our body movements could be understood as a parallel reality - a world
comprised of immaterial sensations, memories, feelings, moods, thoughts, ideas and
dreams.
Roepstorff ‘s most recent body of work – including Klangmenschen, Tiny Pieces of Music
and The Ballerina – consist of a series of mobile bras sculptures that negotiate the idea
of visual sound. Understanding sound as vibration, Roepstorff explores the possibilities
of shaping and materializing movement. The brass shapes resemble silhouettes of bodies
and are reminiscent of musical instruments. They cannot be played but as objects they can
produce a visual or mental notion of sound.
Roepstorff points to the invisibility of the human body as a reservoir of vibrations and
as a producer of sound waves at the same time. Some of the mobiles feature figurative
characteristics such as eyes, mouths and ears that suggest a symbolic and mythical
iconography. Others consist of more abstract combined entities. Together they express
the artist’s interest in intervening spaces that develop when a materialized exterior meets
the internal realm of the body.

Kirstine Roepstorff was born in Virum, Denmark
in 1972. She lives and works in Fredericia, Denmark and Berlin, Germany.
Roepstorff has a MFA from The Royal Academy of
Fine Arts, Copenhagen, Denmark (2001) and Rutgers University, Mason School of Fine Art (MFA),
USA (2000). Roepstorff’s work has been exhibited
throughout Europe, America and Asia. Including
the solo exhibitions Dried Dew Drops: Wunderkammer of Formlessness, National Museum of Art,
Architecture and Design, Oslo (2012) and Museum
für Gegenwartskunst, Basel (2011), The Art of This
Century, Museum Alex Mylona-Macedonian Mu-

seum of Contemporary Art, Athens, (2011), Illuminating Shadows, Peres Projects, Berlin (2010), The
Inner Sound that Kills the Outer, MUSAC, Museo
de Arte Contemporaneo de Castilla y León, León
(2009). Her participation in international group
exhibitions include: Haus am Waldsee, Berlin,
Bonniers Konsthall, Stockholm, Museum of Contemporary Art Tokyo, Tokyo, and Saatchi Gallery,
London. Her work is included in the permanent
collection of MoMa - Museum of Modern Art,
New York, The Saatchi Gallery, London, National
Museum of Art, Architecture and Design, Oslo,
The Royal Museum of Fine Art, Copenhagen,
among others.

Kirstine Roepstorff - The Money Maker (2014) Installation view Röda Sten Konsthall (2015) Photo: Hendrik Zeitler

VINYL, TERROR & HORROR
Vinyl, Terror & Horror is a Berlin-based artist group consisting of Danish artists Camilla
Sørensen and Greta Christensen. Their practice focuses on the relationship between
objects and sound, and is presented in different situations such as installation, sculpture,
composition work and live concerts. Using the audio and aesthetics of vinyl LP-records
as a primary source of inspiration, Vinyl, Terror & Horror explore the expanded field of
cinematic soundscapes.
Often their sculptural works include various second-hand materials, such is the case in
their most recent work Tanz mal wieder (2015). Presented in a modified version at Röda
Sten Konsthall, Vinyl, Terror & Horror invites their audience to experience the sculptural
horror show Tanz mal wieder, which translates to ‘Dance One More Time’.
As a 7 minute long composition, the piece interlinks sounds and objects through a
mechanic and fictional sequence of events. When not activated the work appears overtly
technical and messy. Record players, speakers, microphones, wires, lamps and disparate
wooden objects fill the room and are connected with a visible mass of power cords. Once
the piece is activated the installation dramatically changes character. A parallel sculptural
reality is unveiled as the light fades and the staccato-composed soundscape takes the
stage. Despite the romantic sounding title, the work tells a story of an apocalyptic cha-cha
with sculptural ironic humor.
Re-arranging the vinyl media in all imaginative ways, Vinyl, Terror & Horror’s mechanical
installations communicate a sense of post punk analogue lo-tech aesthetics, yet contain
layers of complex and opaque systems, which function within their own messy logic.
Their work reflects a performative practice but at the same time blurs the lines between
theatrical set design, music and art. Ultimately, their work reflects on how impulses from
the vibration of sound affect our minds and bodies.

Camilla Sørensen (b. 1978) and Greta Christensen
(b. 1977) were both born in Denmark. They live
and work in Berlin, Germany.
Since their graduating from the Royal Danish
Academy of Fine Arts (2007 and 2008) Vinyl,
Terror & Horror have exhibited and played
numerous concerts in Denmark and abroad. To
highlight a few: Tanz Mal Wieder, Gether

Contemporary, Copenhagen (2015), Lige i øjet Gl.
Holtegaard (2014), Let go of my finger, Audiorama,
Sweden (2012) and It must be my imagination,
LAK festival for Nordic Sound Art, Denmark
(2012). In 2014 Vinyl, Terror & Horror have
performed live concerts in Stuttgart, London,
Copenhagen, Paris, Horsens and Mexico. In 2013
they received the prestigious 3-year working grant
from the Danish Art Foundation.

Vinyl, Terror & Horror - Tanz Mal Wieder (2015) Installation view Röda Sten Konsthall (2015) Photo: Hendrik Zeitler
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